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Abstract
Efficiency issue in automatic web-based information
retrieval research becomes an important issue to users.
Most knowledge and materials on the Internet is in either
semi-structured or unstructured hypermedia form. When
users found a webpage as searching result from the Internet
for self-learning, sometimes they may not understand the
meanings of specific part of the retrieved webpage easily.
They need to spend a lot of time in finding more references
manually to make they get clear idea of the original
retrieved webpage told. If an agent can be developed to
reconstruct the webpage that the users are browsing by
inserting additional self-explainable documents’ links
at appropriate places in the original webpage, it will be
perfect. This research uses formal concept analysis (FCA)
and association rule methodology (ARM) to develop
a Keyword Association Lattice (KAL). With the KAL,
the webpages accessed by users can be analyzed and
reconstructed automatically. A pedagogical software agent
called K-Navi for users doing survey and self-learning on
the Internet is developed.
Keywords: Pedagogical software agent, Data mining
algorithms, Keyword query, Hypermedia,
Knowledge-Based software.

1 Introduction
E-learning is a learning strategy using digital technologies
to improve learning effects, e.g., Internet [14], semantic
web [2], Web 2.0 [15], mobile device [5], and cloud
computing [24] Web-based Learning is a learning
process that the learning materials are delivered in a Web
browser [23]. Teaching via network not only conveys
the instructional contents, but also includes examines the
learning effects [6][11][17][20-21][25]. Most of the webbased teaching materials are in hypertext form. It is difficult
to remember what you have read before when you surfing
in the hypermedia space. Because of there is no obviously
landmark to let you know where you are in the whole
structure. Navigation and orientation thus are required to

be taken into consideration when design the hypermedia
structure for presenting information.
Association rules [1] can be used to get useful
knowledge from data warehouse [26]. In this study,
a webpage can be seen as a set of transactions in real
world commerce and retrieve the knowledge structure
by association rules. For instance, the keywords existed
in a paragraph can be took as the items purchased by a
customer, in this case, keywords are items and paragraphs
are transactions. However, different keywords may have
similar semantic meanings and relations. The semantic
relations can be discovered by formal concept analysis [8]
[16]. With these assumptions and well-known methods, this
research designs an unsupervised webpage reconstruction
mechanism and develops a pedagogical software agent
to provide users modified and enriched webpages for
browsing and learning.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines
the essential elements which can be used to analyze
hypermedia documents (i.e., webpages in particular).
Section 3 discusses the method of constructing keyword
association lattice from the webpages. The pedagogical
agent -- K-Navi is developed as web browser plug-ins
and the functions are demonstrated in Section 4. The last
section makes simple conclusions and describes possible
future works.

2 Definitions of Analyzing and
Reconstructing Webpages
Self-learning on the Internet is a big challenge to users,
because they don’t have idea about the relations among
hypermedia materials and the thoughts of authors who
wrote the materials. This research designs an unsupervised
reconstruction mechanism for recovering the relations
among hypermedia documents as well as reconstructing
the webpage structure and contents automatically. Some
definitions for further analysis and development are
described in this section: (1) association rules & frequent
itemset, (2) keyword association, and (3) knowledge
structure.
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2.1 Association Rules & Frequent Itemset
Association rule is a data mining method frequently
used for extracting item relations in the large database. The
items which are frequently appeared together in the same
transactions form an itemset, an itemset is denoted as hi and
the set of itemsets is denoted as
H = {h1, h2, …, hm}.

(1)

There are two important measures for constructing
association rules: the support and the confidence. An
association rule can be represented by
X è Y, where X, Y

H and X Ç Y = Ø,

(2)

where X represents the cause statements and Y represents
the result statements. An itemset X’s support value is the
percentage of transactions which contain X:
support(X) = P(X).

(3)

The association rule’s support value comes from the
percentage of transactions containing both X and Y:
support(X

Y) = P(X È Y).

(4)

Similar to the support, the association rule’s confidence
comes from the percentage of transactions containing Y in
the transactions which contains X:
confidence(X

Y) = P(Y | X) = P(X È Y) / P(X). (5)

The minimal support (denoted as minsup) and
the minimal confidence (denoted as minconf) are two
thresholds using to filter/prune association rules. An
itemset will be frequent if its support value is higher than
the minimal support threshold. In practical, researchers
only care those association rules whose confidence values
are higher than the minimal confidence threshold. An
association rule’s confidence value is higher than the
minimum confidence called a confident association rule:
confidence(X

Y) ≥ minconf.

2.2 Keyword Association
Nelson associates hypertext in a multiple and flexible
way for hypermedia documents by using network
structure [4][18]. The document can be transformed into
independent hierarchical (no-flat) structures, which are socalled the document structures. The document structures
can be considered as transactions in the association rule
methodology:
S = {s1, s2, s3, …, sn}.

The document structure elements include chapters,
sections, paragraphs, and sentences. Keywords are some
pre-selected terms that can be used to refer to a document
and/or an instructional material. When keywords are used
in describing a document’s contents, each keyword can
be linked with specific paragraphs in the document. Let
m be the keyword number and ki be a generic index. The
keyword set can be defined as
K = {k1, k2, k3,…, km}.

Table 1 Five Keywords in Six Document Structures

si

keywords in si

1

OCIV

2

CMV

3

OCIV

4

OCMV

5

OCMIV

6

CMI

We take the keywords as the items in the association
rule methodology and the paragraphs in the document can
be seen as transactions. Table 2 shows the frequent keyword
sets when the minimum support is setting to 50%.

1
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(8)

Take concepts of Java Language in the Oracle’s Java
online lectures1 as our running example in the rest of this
paper.
The keyword set in Java language is {“Object(O)”,
“Class(C)”, “Method(M)”, “Inheritance(I)”,
“Variable(V)”}. Moreover, the document structure set is
S = {s1, s2, s3, s4, s5, s6}. Table 1 shows what keywords
exist in which document structure. In order to simplify and
make it more readable, in the following examples, we use
s2 = {CMV} represents that the structure s2 contains three
keywords: “Class”, “Method”, and “Inheritance”.

(6)

which means that if all the items in X can be found from
specific transaction, then we have certain probability which
is higher than minconf to find the items in Y out from the
same transaction. This research applies the concept of
frequent itemsets to construct the knowledge structure
according to the keyword association.

(7)

http://download.oracle.com/javase/tutorial/java/index.html
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Table 2 Frequent Keyword Sets in the Structured Documents

Frequent keyword sets (minsup > = 50%)

support

C

100%

V, CV

83%

O, M, I, OC, OV, CM, CI, OCV

67%

OI, MV, IV, OCI, OIV, CMV, CIV, OCIV

50%

2.3 Knowledge Structure
The knowledge structure sets are the sets of keyword
combination and can be also Ø (empty set) or È (everything
set). For instance, {{O}, {M}, {I}, {OC}, {OV}, {CM},
{CI}, {OCV}} in Table 2 could be a knowledge structure
set of keywords: Object (O), Class (C), Method (M), and
Variable (V). We denote such knowledge structure sets as H.
The knowledge structure related to the knowledge domain
Q can be defined as [3][9-10]:
(Q, H).

(9)

In the abovementioned Java language case, the
knowledge domain, Q, is Java language. We can suppose
that the everything set of H, È, is {“Object(O)”, “Class(C)”,
“Method(M)”, “Inheritance(I)”, “Variable(V)”}.
Forthermore, an associated knowledge, H k, is the
knowledge structure in which all knowledge structure sets
contain keyword k, e.g., HO is the knowledge structure
covers all keyword combinations if and only if the
combination has O, i.e., HO = {{O}, {OC}, {OM}, {OV}}.
Some other operators are used in manipulating
knowledge structure, such as union, intersection, and
difference, can be denoted as OP = {Union, Intersection,
Difference} [12]. A learning path -- C in a knowledge
structure, (Q, H) (finite or infinite), is a partially ordered
set (Q, ) [9]. Moreover, the learning path C is maximal
if whenever it contains Ø and È. For example, in the case
of finite domain Q containing m keywords, a learning path
could take the form
Ø

{k1}

{k1, k2}

…

additional information in the original page for further
web data extraction [22], teacher with low technology
acceptance still unwilling to spend much time on rebuilding
their web teaching materials.
This research is trying to develop a pedagogical
software agent to provide users enriched modified webpage
for they reading and learning. Teachers only need to fill up
the keywords of the learning material, the agent will help
organize the keywords to a useful knowledge structure. The
core of the agent includes two major processes: Keyword
Association Lattice Generation process and Hypermedia
Materials (i.e., webpages) Reconstruction process.
Figure 1 shows the keyword association lattice
generation process. Given a keyword set, K = {k1, k2,…,
km}, and a document structure set, S = {s1, s2,…, sn}. The
agent cannot use the keywords to retrieve the contents
of the original webpage until the association lattice is
generated. The details of Keyword Association Lattice
generation process are talked in the next sub-section. Once
the agent had the keyword lattice, the agent can deduce the
association rules. Some rules may be redundant and should
be elaborated by a non-redundant filter. At the end of this
process, the agent can have the non-redundant keyword
association rules.

KEYWORDS SET
K={k1,k2,…,kn}

HYPERMEDIA
METERIALS
S={s1,s2,…,sn}

KEYWORD
ASSOCIATION LATTICE

ASSOCIATION RULES

E

B
F

A

D
C I
G
H

{BE}{A}
{BE}{C}

NON-REDUNDANT FILTER

NON-REDUNDANT
KEYWORD ASSOCIATION RULES

{k1, k2,…,km} = Q. (10)
MODEL 1
Generate Keyword Association Lattice

The learning path in the Oracle’s Java online lecture is
Ø {“Object”} {“Object”,“Class”}
“Class”,“Interface”} È.

{“Object”, 

Figure 1 The Keyword Association Lattice Generation Process

(11)

3 Core Processes of the Agent
Some research designs agent for enhancing pedagogy
navigation by analyzing web pages with semantic web.
[13] However, it is not easy for every teachers to build
the knowledge structure of the learning material. Though
some research develop useful tool for teachers integrating
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The next issue to the agent is how to enrich the
retrieved webpage that users are going to read by putting
appropriate links at appropriate places to make users can
easily access the other hypermedia documents for further
reading and learning.
Given a knowledge structure (Q, H), there are m
keywords in È, È = {a, b, c, d, …}, thus H could be {Ø, {a},
{a, b}, {b, c}, {a, b, c}, …, È}. If a knowledge domain of
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H has r knowledge operators, OP = {op1, op2, …, opr}, then
some more reasonable knowledge navigation strategies can
be discovered as the Figure 2 shows.

KNOWLEDGE STRUCTURE
ON
MATERIALS ONTOLOGY

Table 3 Formal Context Relationships between Objects and
Attributes

s1
O

x

C

x

s2
x

M

(Q,H)

s3

s4

s5

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

I

x

V

x

x
x

x

x

s6

x

KNOWLEDGE OPERATIONS
NON-REDUNDANT
KEYWORD ASSOCIATION
RULES

{Union, Intersection, Difference}

(C ,123456 )
(C V ,12345 )

( C M ,2456 )

(C I,1356 )

KNOWLEDGE NAVIGATION
MODEL 2
Reconstruct Hypermedia Materials

(C M V ,245 )

Figure 2 The Hypermedia Materials (i.e., Webpages)
Reconstruction Process

(O C V ,1345 )

(C M I,56 ) ( O C IV,135 )

(O C M V ,45 )
(O C M IV ,5)

3.1 Formal Concept Analysis (FCA)
Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) is a mathematical
theory based on the ordered set and the complete lattice.
The data are structured into units which are formal
abstraction forms for representing concepts in human mind,
allowing meaningful comprehensible interpretations [7-8]
[16][19]. FCA can be seen as a conceptual clustering
technique, and a formal context in FCA is defined as:
formal context = (O, A, R),

(12)

where O is an object set, A is an attribute set, R O A is
a binary relation. We call the R is incidence of the formal
context.
Let’s use data in Table 1 to explain the formal context
and concept lattice. The formal context of the Java language
instructional materials will be O = {s1, s2, s3, s4, s5, s6,}
and A = {O, C, M, I, V}. Next, because we know that the
keyword, “Object”, appears in the document structure s1,
s3, s4, and s5; the keyword, “Class”, appears in all document
structures; the keyword, “Method”, appears in the document
structure s 2, s 4, s 5, and s 6; the keyword, “Inheritance”
appears in the document structure s1, s3, s5, and s6; and, the
keyword, “Variable”, appears in the document structure
s1, s2, s3, s4, and s5. We can use Table 3 to represent the
relationship, R, between objects and attributes.
Figure 3 shows the concept lattice constructed by FCA
from the data listed in Table 3. Figure 4 is more meaningful
if we map Figure 3’s concept relations to the keyword
sets. The agent can say that concept “Class” is more
representative among all five concepts. Furthermore, the
concept “Class” is the fundamental concept of the course,
“Object Oriented Programming in Java”.

15-Kuo.indd 1018

Figure 3 The Concept Lattice from the Data Listed in Table 3
Class

Upper Concept

Inheritance

Method

Object

Bottom Concept

Variable

Figure 4 The Keyword Hierarchy

3.2 Rule Generation from KAL
Now, the agent has the concept lattice to represent the
hierarchical relations among keywords. The next task the
agent needs to deal with is reconstructing the hypermedia
structures of the webpage. Based on the association rule
methodology and the concept lattice, a keyword-association
lattice (KAL) is designed. The non-redundant association
rules can be extracted from the KAL. With the KAL some
itemsets can be ignored while generating the association
rules.
According to the association rule definitions and
concept lattice in Figure 3, H represents the knowledge
structure sets in the KAL as Figure 5 shows.
With the KAL the confident rules (cf. Equation [5]) can
be generated. Using Table 1 as an example, the process of
generating rules from the KAL can be divided into three
steps:
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C

CI

CM

CV

OCV
CMI

OCIV

CMV
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the webpage automatically (as step 2 shows). K-Navi uses
the document structures and predefined Java programming
domain keywords to construct the KAL (as step 2, 3, and 4
show); generates the association rules and the knowledge
structure (as step 5 and 6 show); rebuilds the webpage by
inserting appropriate HTML tages at appropriate places;
and, finally shows it on Ken’s web browser (as step 7 shows).

OCMV

OCMIV

Figure 5 Partial KAL of Keyword Set, {O, C, M, I ,V}

(1) to choose the frequent keyword sets based on the
minimal support threshold. For examples, when the
minimal support threshold equals to 50%, the keyword
sets below are chosen:
A. {C} has 100% support;
B. {V} and {CV} have 83% support;
C. {O}, {OC}, {OV}, and {OCV} have 67% support.
(2) to find out all the possible rules: (according to the
Tables 1 and 2) There are six possible rules:
A. {O} à {CV};
B. {OC} à {V};
C. {C} à {OV};
D. {OV} à {C};
E. {V} à {OC};
F. {CV} à {O};
(3) to filter the confident association rules out based on the
minimal confidence threshold. For examples, when the
minimum confidence threshold is setting to 100%, the
following three rules are filtered out:
A. {O} à {CV};
B. {OC} à {V};
C. {OV} à {C}.
With these association rules, the agent can reconstruct
the webpage that the users are going to read by inserting
HTML tags into appropriate places.

Figure 6 The Workflow of K-Navi

This research tests K-Navi with the online lecturing
materials of Java Object Oriented Programming Language2.
When users get help from K-Navi in accessing a webpage
of the course website, they will see their web browser
becoming like Figure 7. There are four areas. Users can
access the keyword editor function from the system menu at
the left-hand-side panel to input additional keywords rather
than to use predefined keywords. After that, the learners can
access and read the online materials at the reading area by
typing the URL.

4 Prototype System and Testing
In this section, a pedagogical software agent, K-Navi
(Knowledge Navigator), is implemented for providing users
personalized webpage reading and learning experience
based on the KAL and the confident association rules.
K-Navi is developed as a web browser’s plug-ins, similar to
Google toolbar and Yahoo! toolbar.
Figure 6 shows the operation flows of K-Navi step by
step. For example, if Ken uses his web browser to access a
webpage about Java programming from Oracle’s website
(as step 1 in Figure 6 shows), K-Navi access the webpage
and those webpages can be reached direct or indirect from

15-Kuo.indd 1019
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When users click on the button re-construct locates
at the top-right corner of web browser, K-Navi rebuilds
the webpage by analyzing the predefined keywords and
the keywords they have entered. With the tests, we know
K-Navi can assist users navigating in multidiscipline
domains via the automatically injected links (i.e., HTML tags).
Here, we describe the details of how K-Navi works out
a modified webpage as Figure 9(b) shows with the proposed
mechanism step by step.
In the Java programming language online materials,
there are four keywords, “Object”, “Class”, “Method”,
and “Inheritance”. Table 4 lists the contents of the original
instructional materials. After parsing the document texts,
Table 5 lists the retrieved formal context.

On the left-hand side of Figure 8 shows the constructed
KAL. After K-Navi sets the minimal support threshold to
the lattice, some association rules can be retrieved from
the KAL at the right-hand side of Figure 8. Table 6 lists
different association rules generated by K-Navi when
different minimum support thresholds were choosing.
According to Table 6, K-Navi finds three generated
rules when it sets the minimum support threshold as 60%:
(1) {object} à {class};
(2) {method} à {class};
(3) {Ø} à {class}.
Based on these three association rules, when users are
reading webpage s4 which contains the keywords -- “object”
and “method”, K-Navi believes that the users may also

Table 4 Contents of Hypermedia Materials with Specific Keywords

s1

Software objects are modeled after real-world objects in that they too have state and behavior. A software object
maintains its state in one or more variables. Classes near the bottom of the hierarchy provide more specialized
behavior. A subclass derives from another class. For example, a subclass cannot access a private member inherited
from its superclass.

s2

A class can also declare class methods. Methods and variables are inherited down through the levels. In general, the
farther down in the hierarchy a class appears, the more specialized its behavior. In addition to instance variables,
classes can define class variables.

s3

Object-oriented programming, Subclasses can also override inherited methods and provide specialized
implementations for those methods. You are not limited to just one layer of inheritance. The inheritance tree, or
class hierarchy, can be as deep as needed. A class variable contains information that is shared by all instances of the
class. In such situations, you can define a class variable that contains the number of gears. All instances share this
variable.

s4

These objects are created when the user launches the application. The application’s main method creates an
object to represent the entire application, and that object creates others to represent the window, label, and custom
component. You can invoke a class method directly from the class, whereas you must invoke instance methods on a
particular instance. If one object changes the variable, it changes for all other objects of that type.

s5

Because the object that represents the spot on the screen is very simple, let’s look at its code. The Spot class declares
three instance variables: size contains the spot’s radius, x contains the spot’s current horizontal location, and y
contains the spot’s current vertical location. It also declares two methods and a constructor -- a subroutine used to
initialize new objects created from the class. The inheritance tree, or class hierarchy, can be as deep as needed.

s6

Method: A function defined in a class. See also instance method, class method. Unless specified otherwise, a method
is not static. Methods are inherited down through the levels.
Table 5 Formal Context from Table 4

Object

Class

Method

Inheritance

s1

1

1

0

1

s2

0

1

1

0

s3

1

1

0

1

s4

1

1

1

0

s5

1

1

1

1

s6

0

1

1

1
Figure 8 The KAL and Association Rules
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Table 6 Association Rules Generated by K-Navi under Different Minimum Support Settings

Minimal Support

0.3

0.4

Association Rule

Support

{method} à {class, inheritance}

0.33

0.5

{Ø} à {object,class}

0.667

0.667

{Ø} à {class, method}

0.667

0.667

{Ø} à {class, inheritance}

0.667

0.667

{object} à {class, inheritance}

0.5

0.75

{method} à {class}

0.667

1

{inheritance} à {class}

0.667

1

{Ø} à {class}

1

1

{object} à {class, inheritance}

0.5

0.75

{method} à {class}

0.667

1

{inheritance} à {class}

0.667

1

{Ø} à {class}

1

1

{object} à {class}

0.667

1

{method} à {class}

0.667

1

{Ø} à {class}

1

1

0.7

{Ø} à {class}

1

1

0.8

Null

Null

Null

0.5

0.6

need another supplemental webpage, s2, about “class” and
it then inserts s2’s hyperlink at appropriate place as Figure 9
shows.

(a) Original Document

Add relation
hyperlink

(b) A new hyperlink has been inserted
Figure 9 K-Navi Reconstructs a Webpage Automatically from
(a) to (b)

15-Kuo.indd 1021

Confidence

5 Conclusion
K-Navi, a web-based webpage analyzing and
reconstructing agent, is implemented according to the
unsupervised reconstruction mechanism proposed by this
research. With the design of the Keyword Association
Lattice (KAL), the reference links between hypermedia
resources can be rerouted automatically and dynamically
for individual user.
The keyword editor function that K-Navi provides right
now is to allow users adding and modifying the predefined
keyword set. Most of users may not like to use it due to
they don’t want to spend more time on it and they are not
familiar with the domain keywords. With the help of text
mining and ontology learning, in the future, we can give
K-Navi the learning ability to organize and expand the
keyword set. K-Navi can then provide users better and
diverse service in different domain based on self-built
domain ontology and user preference.
The agent has been implemented and tested to prove
that the proposed mechanism is workable as well as
reasonable association rules can be generated. It is worth
to note that K-Navi can not only be used for self-learning,
but also be available for any kind of web-based browsing
applications, i.e., semantic-based searching. However,
currently the proposed mechanism is still a little bit
complicated and might affect K-Navi’s performance as a
large amount of webpages is involved.
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